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2017-01-30 - Snowy River 
Page 1 of 6 

When the temps warm up, it's surprising how the snow can linger in shaded areas 
near the mountain. 
No jacket needed on this ride - but there's the snow. Belle seemed surprised, too. 

 
I do wonder what Lulu and Thunder talk about. "Just to bug him - let's mumble!” “Hee hee hee!” 
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Always nice to ride along water. 

I promised the horses a very relaxed ride, and this was it. NO ONE enjoys snow more than Spanky! 
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Oddly, they found patches of fresh green grass under the snow (remember, this is still January). 
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Happy little Lulu. 

 
Spanks takes in the view. They really appreciate all this. 
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"Got treats?" 

 
This sure looks a lot colder than it was. 
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Still . . . ice clings along the edges. 

 
Frosty beauty in nature. 

 
MM 
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2017-02-04 - Jicarilla 
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In New Mexico, history is often left undisturbed. About 50 miles north of the ranch is 
an area rarely visited and nearly forgotten. Gold was discovered in the Jicarilla ("hick-
a-rea") Mountains in the 1850's - Mexican prospectors collected surface ore for a few 
years, and then moved on. Interest in the area resumed around the turn of the 20th 
century, when shallow pit and placer mines yielded respectable profits, before fading 
away. During the depths of the Great Depression, destitute families arrived from the 
Dust Bowl in the hope of at least a meager income from scavenging the old mine 
tailings. With the coming of WWII, employment opportunities elsewhere drained the 
area of all but the surrounding ranchers. The once bustling mining camp was lost to 
time. 
A nice view of Sierra Blanca. 
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Across the high desert on the way to Jicarilla. 

 
Ah, room to breathe. 
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Climbing along the historic Jicarilla Road. 

 
Solar panels are replacing the old water-well windmills; it's nice to see this one still functioning as it has 
for generations. 
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At Jicarilla, a few buildings remain from the old mining camp – abandoned to time. 

 
Lulu tries out the porch at the former post office. 
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While a reflective Spanky imagines how it once was. 

 
We didn't see anyone else here all day; its isolation has helped to preserve this genuine piece of history. 
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As we wander about, the horses enjoy a shady "snow cone" treat. 
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And . . . 

 
We meander through open country on a high mesa. 
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There are old mines everywhere here. Lulu takes in the view from a big tailings pile. Imagine the work . . 
. shovel full by shovel full. 

 
These odd mounds are still more tailings . . . scratched out of the earth by hopeful miners. 
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Those men must have wiped the sweat from their eyes . . . and imagined . . . 
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Family time. 

 
A cool drink back at the trailer. 
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The horses graze peacefully (and un-tethered) while Lulu and I explore. 

 
We find (some of) a 1920's coupe. 
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The old schoolhouse. Silence has replaced the sounds of excited children at recess. 

 
Views of the Capitan Mountains. 

 
We were close enough to touch history, and wondered if some miner had stopped just 
inches short of finding a fortune - maybe right under our feet.  MM 
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The horses (and Lulu) had such a great time exploring Jicarilla, they lobbied to go back 
again yesterday. So naturally, we went. 
This time we had a quest - to find the old cemetery, which was lost to time somewhere 
in the forest. 
We began our ride at the old schoolhouse. Photos don't show it, but the heavy log beams were hand-
hewn - deep axe marks are evidence of the hard labor that went into its construction before power tools 
(or even electricity to run them). 
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Wandering through the forest, we nosed around for the forgotten cemetery. "Come 'on - maybe it's this 
way". 

 
Lofty Ancho Peak towers above us. 
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Thunder spots a stash of snow. 

 
More snow cones! 
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"Hey dude, get your butt off my clean snow!" 

 
A fragile artifact of the mining days manages to survive. 
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We bushwhack through the forest . . . 

 
. . . and stop for more cones. 
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We come across a series of little meadows in the forest. Nature's lawn, surrounded by a lush wall of 
trees. 

 
Fun to ride with inquisitive horses - they know we are looking for something. 
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Aha! Found it! 

 
This stone marks the grave of George Thorp, great-uncle of our good friend and neighbor, Bill Thorp. 
We're told that George was bartender at the Jicarilla saloon, and died at just 39 years of age . . . must 
be a story there. 
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Nearby is something we have never seen. A kind of log "wikiup" covering a gravesite. The wooden 
tombstone is too weathered to read. 

 
Our search over, we travel home through the historic hamlet of Ancho. This was once a bustling railroad 
town. The old depot stands abandoned now. 
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Nearby, once prosperous homes are empty. 
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The porch view. 

 
Fancy velvet drapes fade at the windows. 
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Clothes still hang in the closet, waiting in vain to go out for a visit. 

 
An old refrigerator stands dusty and forgotten, it's quiet whirr forever silenced. 
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Such is the march of time. 

 
MM 
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Unusually warm temps and "spring conditions" (in February!) tempted us to explore 
the lower reaches of the mountain with little worry about ice. 
Most of the snow has melted, and what is left is very soft ("Perfect for snow angels", Spanky kept 
saying). It was late in the afternoon when we began our ride, with oddly warm breezes. 

 
Everywhere, the horses found new green grass just emerging. 
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Thunder races from snack to snack. 
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While Spanky races from snow angel to snow angel. Something for everyone. 
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Grass to snow; snow to grass. 
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Looks like a bitter winter's day - but I was comfortable in shirtsleeves. 

 
This went on throughout the ride. He knows his snow days are limited. "Oh boy, oh boy, oh boy." 
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Lulu had a ball, too. "It's so cushy!" 
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Again . . . 
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"Whee! This is so cool!" 

 
. . . and again . . . Come on, Spanky, we gotta go. 
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Belle and I race between the aspens - a snowy slalom. 

 
Like a Wyeth painting, come to life (Lulu's the little yellow dot under the trees). 
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Another snack before heading home at dusk. 

 
We are enjoying this odd "Indian Spring" (lots of outdoor chores) - snow is predicted 
next week. 
MM 
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It's a treat in New Mexico to have a nice warm day and some snow on the ground. We 
thought we should enjoy it. 
No snow on the forest road - which is a good thing. 

 
We knew this would be special. To smell pine needles in the sun - and see snow just beyond. 
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Always the gentleman, Thunder waits for Lulu to ford a stream (sometimes I have to remind myself - 
most horses expect a person to tell them what to do on rides . . .) 
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. . .and always the cutup - he does his Arabian horse impression. 

 
Having fun with his family - "Come-on, this way!" 
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Spanky was happy just to find snow. 
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Aspens, a babbling creek, family to share them with . . . 
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. . . and the trail ahead. 

 
Special time of day. 
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Few things are as peaceful as a stream flowing softly past snowbanks. 

 
We pause to feel the beauty. 
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The old Silver Spoon Mine looks almost foreboding, surrounded by snow. 
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This is as high as we would go; might be getting icy. 

 
Headed for home. 
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Time for one more snow angel at sunset. 

 
MM 
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Well, after yesterday's sunny ride Spanky got his wish this morning. 
We set out on a very snowy outing. 

 
There's usually a great mountain view from here - not this time! The horses don't care - they like to go 
anytime. 
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Because it has been so warm recently, it took a while for things to cool down enough so that the snow 
could stick. 

 
It's actually really coming down hard, but the camera doesn't capture it. 
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Riding into blowing snow is not as pleasant as riding with it. Thunder keeps his eyes mostly closed, to 
avoid the icy flakes. 

 
Coming down harder now - and getting colder, too. 
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Wet snow clouds the lens . . . 

 
. . . but I think this blurry shot riding through the forest has a sort of "painterly" quality. 
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No way to keep the lens dry, so we gave up with the camera. 

 
Home to a nice dry barn. 
MM 
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Trails which just a day or so ago were covered in snow are now dry, but things are 
supposed to change again soon. With a new storm predicted, we took one more 
"shirtsleeve" ride along Bonito Canyon. 
The snow is gone along the banks, as fresh melt courses downstream. 
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Belle checks out a good fishing hole . . . 
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. . . while Lulu contemplates the best place to cross. 

 
"Hmmm . . ." 
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Thunder has no difficulty. 

 
"Yeah, well it's nice to have long legs!" 
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On the other side, warm sunlight under the trees. 

 
"Bummer" says Spanky, as he passes another former snow angel spot. 
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"What? Snow predicted for tomorrow? Oh boy!" 

 
We'll see. 
MM 
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It's great to share photos of rides with wild elk on a mountaintop; or to explore historic 
sites with ghosts of the past. We appreciate fording rivers and racing along deep 
arroyos . . . but the truth is, where we ride really doesn't matter. For us it's not about 
the place, but about enjoying time together. Such moments are precious. 
After the recent rain and snow, today was clear and mild. The snow melted quickly in the bright sunlight. 
We didn't have much time, so we took a late afternoon ride at Ranchman's Camp. Nothing new - it didn't 
matter. We were together. 
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Life is full of give and take - give thanks and take nothing for granted. 
MM 
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Because of its variety, New Mexico often stands in for other locations in movies and 
television. Sometimes even a familiar place seems to take on a different personality 
during our rides - the quality of light, weather and landscape can transport us to 
another world entirely . . . if only in our imagination. 
This ride seemed to take us to Africa . . . 
Spanky scans the Serengeti of Tanzania, watching for lions and such. 

 
Is this a Baobab tree? (According to African lore, all the animals were given trees to plant by the Great 
Spirit). 
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The African sun blazes down as a rare albino zebra passes by. 

 
A wild dog of the Maasai. ("Who, me?") 
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A "sausage tree" (kigelia africana) on the savannah of Serengeti? 

 
Another albino zebra on the plains. 
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Note the distinctive "halter-like" markings on the head. 

 
Looking towards the border with Kenya. 
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Suddenly we come upon some young wildebeests (they sure resemble our American elk). 
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They are curious of us; it's rare for safaris to reach this place. 

 
Uh-oh - what's this? 
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A roan antelope climbs out of its habitat. 
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We're in luck - here comes another albino zebra! 
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We come upon some more wildebeests, with Mt. Kilimanjaro in the background . . . 

 
An African wild dog begins to pace us . . . 
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It is chased away by a much bigger animal. Sorry I missed the shot of a giraffe . . . but you can see its 
shadow . . . 

 
It was a great ride in Africa - and no jet lag! 
"Kwaheri!" (Good-bye in Swahili). 
MM 
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As winter ends, deer bucks begin to lose their antlers. Since the pair is rarely shed 
simultaneously, we end up with some odd "unicorn" deer this time of year. 
Today we were visited by some very young bucks, with only "spike" antlers. 

 
Our lawn is a favorite hangout. 
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I wonder if they know one is missing? "I've been feeling kinda unbalanced . . ." 

 
Boy, I bet this guy can really hear stuff with those big ears! "WHAT?" 
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Unlike horns (on cows, sheep and goats), which are made of a softer material very similar to our 
fingernails and are never shed, antlers are actually extensions of the skull and are made of true bone. 
They are shed annually, followed by the growth of a new "rack" throughout the summer months. Age, 
genetics, diet and climate can all affect antler growth. 

 
The bronze mountain lion doesn't fool these deer. "Oh, yeah - he's always here, snarling like that. We 
just ignore him". 
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Contentedly enjoying a "happy hour" apple . . . 

 
MM 
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Few characters from the Old West have captured popular imagination like Billy the 
Kid. A good (bad?) portion of his short life was spent in Lincoln County, N.M. 
Guns blazing, Billy the Kid and fellow outlaw Dick Brewer cross the Bonito River near Lincoln town in a 
painting by Andy Thomas. 

 
The Bonito today. 
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When riding quietly in this lonesome country, it's not difficult to feel Billy's legendary presence - he was 
known to travel this route between old Lincoln and the Hondo Valley. These are the same sparse hills 
he would have seen. 

 
Our posse - Spanky, Lulu and Thunder. 
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Little has changed here since Billy's time. This high desert pass remains as remote as it was when 
Billy's gunshots broke its natural silence. 

 
The Bonito still rolls through, dawdling along under a clear blue sky. 
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"Hey, I bet Billy would've scratched my belly!" Not likely, Spanky. 

 
Did Billy bed down here after his daring escape from the Lincoln jail? 
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We stop for a cool drink, just as Billy did. Perhaps his horse drank from this very spot - who knows? 

 
Catching up. 
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According to local lore, Billy used this rocky alcove above the river as a hideout. 

 
"Really? He did? Right up there?" That's what they say, Spanky . . . 
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"Honestly, Lulu, I'm glad he's gone. I don't like violence." 

 
Peacefully rid'in along, in the shadow of Billy. 
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Murderous psychopath, or history's misunderstood victim - Billy leaves a long 
shadow in which to ride - right in our backyard. 
MM 
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Our recent dry weather has made riding in the forest a pleasure . . . no mud! 
It almost feels like fall . . . 

 
Trotting along a very nice trail. 
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They find some green grass to taste along the way. 

 
Thunder and Spanky were in front - with Belle and Lulu bringing up the rear - when we heard bicyclists 
coming along behind us. We rarely encounter bikes on our rides (and never in the wilderness), but the 
horses understand them and are not spooked. Here's the cool part: I called to Thunder and Spanky to 
pull off the trail and wait . . . 
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. . . and they did! Just watched the bikes go by. Very courteous horses (the bikers were impressed with 
their response and trail courtesy). 

 
Off we go again, right back on the trail. I think Thunder wanted to show them that he can go fast, too. 
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Bushwhacking cross country - no bikes here! 

 
This little stream has some beautiful green plants growing underwater (doesn't look like watercress). 
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Our route took us around Sierra Blanca Peak . . . some snow on this side. 
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Beautiful up here. 
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It wouldn't be a good ride without . . . 
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Heading back. 

 
MM 
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I guess you aren't really a New Mexican, until you are surprised by a steer on your 
front lawn. Let's back up . . . 
It's pretty peaceful around here. Everyone knows everyone. 

 
The elk come up to graze. 
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Even though they are supposed to be shy. 

 
". . . but you folks are always doing something so interesting . . ." 
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. . . and it's nice for the horses to have friends. 
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Well, one night this week we came home from a ride (after dark) and there was a steer on the lawn (too 
dark for photos). The neighboring ranch has a small herd, who enjoy visiting with my horses across the 
fence, and one of them is precocious – he found a way under the fence where it crosses a small arroyo. 
It was a challenge getting him back home, through two gates (in pitch darkness). But actually, he was 
surprisingly cooperative. At about a thousand pounds and with two big (sharp) horns, it might have 
turned out differently. As we got to know each other that night, I realized that he has likely been 
watching how the horses live, and thought it looked pretty good (can't blame him for that). Early the next 
morning, I found his entry point and made the fence steer-proof. I thought. Then late today . . ."Hi! It's 
me! What's for supper?" 
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This is "Goldie" (yeah, we named him). 

 
I don't think the horses wanted him to leave. "Steer? What steer? We don't see no steer." 
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But I explained that he really didn't belong here . . . and that he would eat lots of their feed. "Oh . . ." 
said Spanky. 

 
Then I told Goldie he would have to go home. "Huh? But . . ." 
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"But I'm adorable . . ."No buts, Goldie. 

 
So, Goldie once again reluctantly joined his friends on their side of the fence. 
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Ever see a steer pout? 

 
I have to admit, he is a special steer (and the same color as our beloved Maverick). 
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NO, we do not need a steer. REALLY, no. 

 
I just fixed his other entry point (under the fence, where it crosses Cherry Creek). 
I think. 
MM 
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Indians have called some of our deep arroyos "caves without ceilings" - they have been 
used as hideouts for centuries by all sorts of renegades. 
Thunder and Belle talk it over before we ride out. "Hope we don't run into any spooks, Thunder." "Don't 
worry, Belle, I'll protect you." "Sigh." 

 
No sign of arroyos (or spooks) here on the high desert. 
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"Are you sure they're out there?" 

 
Oh, yeah. And virtually impassable badlands, too. 
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There's one. 

 
We search for a way down. 
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Nope - not that way. 

 
Success. 
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Thunder gives Spanky a playful bite on the butt. "Hey! Watch'it!" 

 
Sand angel. 
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Running full tilt (Lulu makes sure Thunder avoids her!) 

 
Cave without ceiling. 
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It's very quiet here. 
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Some welcome shade from the bright New Mexican sun. 

 
Working our way out. Shadows on the sand. 
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On the "surface" again. As always, Thunder leads us right back to the trailer (in the distance). 

 
We make a detour on the way home, and have a little ride at the historic ghost town of White Oaks. Not 
a soul around. 
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A perfect "California Dream'in" surf-wagon patiently waiting to happen. 

 
Thanks for joining us! 
MM 
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Petroglyphs are images carefully carved or pecked out of the outer surface of stone. 
New Mexico has countless ancient stone art sites throughout the state - many of which 
are on private land. We were privileged to be invited onto a ranch (one of the biggest) 
to view some spectacular rock art not generally accessible. 
The rocks border pasturelands - beautiful, open country. 
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This art dates to about 1300 A.D. Many theories exist as to what the designs represent; many of the 
motifs are repeated throughout the state (isn't it interesting that they include precise squares and 
rectangles, when those shapes didn't exist in the natural world . . . and had to be invented by the 
Ancient Puebloans . . .) 

 
 

 
An ancient brassiere? 
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There are many petroglyphs on this rock - most likely of a religious nature. 
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The outer patina, or "varnish" on the stone is removed to reveal a bird design. 

 
A photogenic "donut hole" through the boulder. 
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It took lots of patience and skill. 

 
A precise carving of nearly perfect concentric circles (likely representing the supernatural). 
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Lulu does her Rin Tin Tin impression. 
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. . . and seeks some shade on a rock with so many designs, it is like a stone newspaper. 

 
Our presence attracts the attention of some curious cows. "WHAT are they doing on those rocks, 
Bessie?" 
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These carvings are deeper than most - withstanding the elements for centuries. 
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A delicate design in bright green lichen. 

 
Lulu looks baffled. 
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What do you suppose this represents? 

 
"Uh . . . please don't stand under that big balancing rock, Lulu!" 
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A truly exceptional petroglyph - thunderbird, corn stalk and man. 

 
The bird is nearly two feet across. 
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It was a real privilege to view these mysterious expressions of an ancient people - many thanks to our 
hosts (who wish to remain private). 

 
Thanks for coming along! 
MM 
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A warm, spring-like day made us yearn to return to the high country. To breathe that 
rare air, and gaze out from above. 
It was late in the day when we began our ascent - shadows were long. The horses moved quickly, 
clearly happy to be back on a favorite trail. We are headed to the top of that far ridge.  

 
Some snow still clings to the peaks and shaded areas . . . but not, thankfully, on our trail. 
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This is a good workout for the horses (and Lulu) – we rapidly gain about 2,000 ft. in elevation. 

 
Closer to the top. 
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Eager to see the view, we race at a gallop to the crest. 

 
A kind of homecoming - it has been several snowy months since we have been up here. 
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The horses remember. They head to a favorite grassy spot to graze and gaze . . . and Spanky has 
another roll on top of the world. 

 
"It's good to be back!" 
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Lulu agrees. 

 
Ah, yes. 
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Contentment in a place of peace. 

 
As the moon rises above us - a glowing constant over an ever-changing world. 

 
MM 
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Often, our rides capture the real West. Like this one in the Tularosa Basin. 
Wide open spaces and flat-topped mesas - the West. 

 
An abandoned homestead cabin. This is how the West was "won" - by pioneers staking claim to a harsh 
and remote spot. 
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Belle has a look inside. "Hmmm . . . those pioneers weren't much into decorating, were they?" 
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More recent history. The remains of a 1920 truck; complete with old "can" headlights. 

 
Nearby, a hand-built, rock water tank. Long forgotten . . . what a lot of work it took. 
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Yup. "The West", says Spanky. 

 
Some things never change. 
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Like cattle on the range - can't have the West without those. 

 
This is calving time. Lots of babies. Awww. 
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Lunchtime. 

 
These little ones have never seen a horse before (since I'm on top of Belle, they don't even notice me.) 
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"So, just what are YOU?" 

 
Belle takes a sniff - "You smell funny." "I do not! MOM!!!." 
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"Tee hee - yes he does!" 

 
The big country. 
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Lulu has a look, too. 

 
Trustworthy horses, staying close. 
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We leave them grazing . . . 

 
. . . while Lulu and I climb way up for a look. 
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It's the West. But it's also New Mexico - the "Land of Enchantment". Out here, in the middle of 
NOWHERE we find . . . well, the horses couldn't figure it out either. 

 
That's the real West. 
MM 
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Sure feels like the middle of spring already. Old timers warn there might be another 
snow or two . . . that would be nice, but it's hard to imagine it when the temps are in 
the 70's! 
Trees are in blossom . . . 
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. . . and Belle is enjoying the fresh green (lawn) grass). 

 
Delicate pear blossoms. 
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Time for a ride in the Jicarilla’s. 

 
Our hills don't turn green until the summer monsoons . . . 
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. . . but Thunder keeps hoping . . . 

 
Just moseying along on a warm spring day. 
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In spite of the heat, Lulu keeps a sprightly pace. 

 
We climb up into the big trees. 
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The fragrance of pine needles in the sun is wonderful. 
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A stark old tree strikes a Georgia O'Keeffe pose. 
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After rambling around the top, Spanky leads us back down. 

 
Nice to enjoy a spring ride with you! 
MM 
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The prediction is for a change in our recent wonderful spring weather. Who knows . . . 
but, just in case, we thought we would take a ride into the high country today. 
Snow melt has all the streams and creeks at full capacity. Bonito Lake is overflowing. 

 
The sound of running water is everywhere. 
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Even the little brook alongside our trail babbles merrily. 
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Lulu enjoys a drink of very cold water on a warm day. 

 
"Ahhhh!" 
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The horses are obviously pleased to be back on a favorite trail. 

 
We climb all the way to the top. This is a strenuous ride. 
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Here comes Lulu (puff, puff!). 

 
Hazy air pours into the Tularosa Basin - ahead of a predicted storm (snow?) headed our way from 
Arizona. 
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Spanky strikes an alert pose. This is a challenging ride for him. His ringbone disease continues to limit 
flexibility in his fetlocks (front ankles) . . . but rather than contributing to the deterioration, exercise like 
this actually helps keep him mobile. The horses all got their spring vaccinations yesterday, and his vet is 
impressed by Spanky's overall condition. "Remarkable" for a horse in his situation. 

 
While the horses graze in the distance, Lulu and I take a little walk up a rocky knoll. Not all horses would 
stay put up here. 
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Lulu enjoys another drink - from Argentina Spring. 

 
Headed down, we find a number of winter deadfall across the trail. I move those I can. This one I 
couldn't (it's bigger than it looks) - so we found a way around. 
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Spanky jumped this one. His vet doesn't know how he is able to do this with his disability. (I do. He 
compensates for his damaged joints with determination – and his very big heart). 

 
As sunlight wanes, another rushing stream . . . 
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. . . and another refreshing drink. 
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A twilight snack for worthy companions. 

 
It was a great ride, and an inspiring one thanks to Spanky's determination and 
enthusiasm. Thanks for coming along! 
MM 
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It was late in the day by the time all the chores were done, and we nearly skipped the 
ride. But it was a beautiful evening after yesterday's windy storm (the horses spent the 
night in the barn), and it seemed a shame to waste it, so we loaded up as the sun set 
and headed to Cedar Creek. 
It was twilight by the time we hit the trail. The horses didn't mind. They meandered along, enjoying 
patches of new spring grass. We spotted a couple of elk watching us from a distant hillside. I knew they 
were too far away to photograph in the waning light, so we just continued on our way  

 
Suddenly, there they were! They had run across the valley to join us. 
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The young bulls stopped a few yards from where the horses were grazing. 

 
Everyone seemed very comfortable together. Even Lulu seemed glad to see them. 
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As we moved along, so did they - keeping pace with us. 
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This went on for some time. The light was fading fast, and we had to get back to the trailer before dark. 
They kept moving closer. 

 
They seemed especially interested in Belle (in spite of my being on her back); maybe it was mutual. 
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"Hmmm . . ." 

 
"She's pretty, don't you think? I like 'em tall . . ." 
"Yeah, she is. But what's that weird thing on her back?" 
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By now, we were just a couple of yards apart. 

 
One of them let out a funny kind of chatter. 
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"Hey good look'in, new in town?" 

 
"Pssst . . . what's he saying? I don't speak elk very well." 
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I couldn't help much - my elk is a little rusty, too. So, we moseyed on. The bulls continued to come along 
with us. 

 
Maybe they were lonely. 
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By now it was nearly dark, and my camera could no longer function. They had fallen in right behind us 
on the trail. Anyone would have thought we were a happy (if strange) little group - three horses, two elk, 
and a dog - all wandering along together. 

 
We finally said good-bye as we neared the trailer. It was a memorable, enchanted 
encounter. Glad we could share it with you! 
MM 
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"Monday?" What's a Monday? 

 
MM 
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Pete was too young to join up, but towards the end of WWI he managed to talk the 
recruiter into accepting a false birth date and he shipped off to France. He arrived just 
in time for the Armistice. His army pay let him get out of Ohio, and he headed west. In 
Texas he was pushing cattle around when a buddy wrote him about gold in New 
Mexico - "nuggets you can pick up right out of the sand", he said. So Pete packed up 
(one laundered shirt and some photos of actresses torn out of magazines). After two 
years of eating beans and rabbit while sifting through old mine tailings, he had 
collected enough gold dust to stake a homestead west of Jicarilla. He began a rock 
cabin, using stone found right on the land, and lumber rough sawn in the mountain 
just about a mile away. 
One hot summer day he really needed a cold beer. He got the beer and a cute blonde 
waitress named Linda at a dusty bar in Corona. She had knocked around some in 
Chicago before catching a train which dumped her, out of money, three blocks from 
the bar. She and Pete were full of dreams and set out for home in his bare bones Ford 
pickup. The only time she looked back was to make sure her suitcase was still there. 
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MM 
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April can be a tricky month in New Mexico - spring and winter vie for supremacy. It 
makes for unpredictable temperatures, and beautiful skies. 
Yesterday started out mild and clear. Apple blossoms dress the trees for spring. 

 
Spanky enjoys a drink, while his elk pals graze nearby. 
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A few hours later, the elk were hunkered down in the pasture, as sleet and snow came down - a wintry 
storm enveloped us. 

 
The horses moved into the barn - very cozy on a stormy day. 
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Today, the skies were once again their typical clear bright blue - and massive clouds hung motionless 
over the Jicarilla Valley. 

 
Elusive pronghorn enjoyed the sunshine as we rode past. 
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The Jicarilla Mountains - full of history (and mystery). 

 
"Mystery?" 
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Boulders covered in brilliant natural green lichen. 

 
These floating clouds remind us of the famous Albuquerque hot air balloons . . . 
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"The sun was warm, but the wind was chill. 
You know how it is with an April day: 
When the sun is out and the wind is still,  
you're one month on in the middle of May. 
But if you so much as dare to speak, 
A cloud comes over the sunlit arch -- 
a wind comes off a frozen peak, 
And you're two months back in the middle of March!" 

Robert Frost 
That's about how it is.     MM 
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Earlier this week, Lulu and the horses helped me collect (big) rocks near Jicarilla, for a 
new stone wall we are building at the ranch. Driving home, we passed through 
Carrizozo. On the side of the road near town was an elderly couple with a bicycle and 
loaded hand dolly - and two dogs. They had a handwritten sign asking for a ride 
north to Santa Fe. "Good luck", I thought to myself. 
The next day, it turned out that Lulu and I had to go to Santa Fe ourselves. As we 
passed 'Zozo, the couple was still on the side of the road. They had spent the night 
waiting. Lulu and I looked at each other, and made a quick U-turn. It took us 20 
minutes to load them and their stuff into the truck (age has slowed them down). Their 
devoted two dogs (who looked well-fed and had current rabies tags) were frantic that 
they might be left behind, and tried to jump into the truck. They wagged their entire 
bodies when they, too, were finally aboard. With expressions of sincere appreciation 
for the ride, we set out on the 180-mile trip. 
Ed and Carol are on their way to Colorado, where she has a son. All their possessions 
are contained in plastic bags and buckets. I didn't inquire as to the "why's" and 
"how's". They are a respectful and polite couple, who have found each other (and the 
dogs), and are doing the best they know how. We stopped for fuel at the Cline's 
Corners truck stop, and I asked if I could buy them a sandwich. "If you like - we don't 
ask for charity", Ed said. They thanked me for the food, which they shared with their 
dogs. 
When we got to Santa Fe, I asked where they wanted to stop. "Anywhere that we can 
put up our tent out of sight." Ed has a guitar, and he plays for donations before they 
move on. He pointed to a wooded area directly off the interstate. "That will be fine", 
they said, "easier to get a ride north from here." But I wondered. 
We unloaded their gear, and they thanked me again. I quietly left a little money with 
their stuff. It doesn't take too much adversity for some people to find themselves in a 
situation like this. Some demand assistance, and some become resentful and lawless. 
Ed and Carol are grateful for what they do have, and the kindness they receive from 
others. Uncomplaining, they keep an optimistic attitude. "We got each other and the 
dogs. We feel good, and we are able to take care of each other. God always provides", 
Ed said in parting. 
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Riding in the bed of the truck. "We'll be more comfortable back here", they said. 

 
On the road. 
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Makes you think . . . 
MM 
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Yup - it's Spring. 
The apple trees are in full bloom. 

 
Still some snow on the mountain. 
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. . . and everywhere around here, mom cows are nursing their newborn calves. 

 
Mealtime. "I'll get the hang of this yet!" 
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A mother's love. 

 
. . . and who could resist? 
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This little one spots Thunder . . . 

 
. . . and comes over for a closer look. 
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"Hmmm . . . you don't smell like my mom . . ." 

 
". . . and you don't taste like her, either!" 
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"Gee . . . you eat grass just like she does. I think I'll try some, too!" 

 
We continue on our ride. "Hey Lulu, why do you think the calves always go to Thunder?" "Gee, I dunno 
Spanky - maybe because he's milk white (tee hee)." 
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Spanky spots a friend. "Hey, what's up?" 

 
"Oh, hi! We're in kind of a hurry." 
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"Nice to see you!" 

 
"Gotta run. Bye!" 
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We mosey on. 

 
 

Past a natural spring. 
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Shadows on the trail. 

 
Racing home. 

 
MM 
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Chores done and a little time before sunset, we head to Capitan Gap for a quick ride. 
Very pleasant time of day. 
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Belle views the Gap from a distance. 
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Thunder likes to challenge himself - the rest of us went around this steep arroyo. 
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"That was noth'in!" 
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Beautiful finish to the day. 

 
MM 
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Some thunder and a little rain early this morning, so the horses enjoyed their breakfast 
in the barn - while the elk did their usual grazing outdoors. 
Here they come, up the driveway. 
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I think they wondered where the horses were. 
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Those are deer in the background. 

 
After snacking awhile, the elk meandered off . . . 
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. . . but not before checking out the metal deer sculptures . . . 

 
"They don't move and they don't smell . . . What are these things?" 
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Yesterday afternoon - horses in the pasture. 
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Peace. 

 
MM 
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Few animals are as magnificent as a mature bull elk with full rack of enormous antlers 
- his presence is always commanding. The young ones are a different story. 
By almost any standard, they are goofy looking. 

 
As they are growing up, the parts just don't seem to belong together - feet like a camel, legs like a 
giraffe, and a head resembling an odd horse. 
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"Do, dee-do, dee-do . . ." 

 
Yesterday it rained all day - unusual this time of year, but always welcome. Rather than take a chance 
that some errant thunderstorm might come along in the middle of the night (creating a bleary-eyed dash 
to put them inside), the horses stayed in the barn overnight. Early this morning a herd of young 
("yearling"?) elk seemed to be looking for them. They wandered all over the ranch. 
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They kept looking toward the barn - as if to say, "Are you guys in there?" 
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"Maybe they're over here . . . come'on, let's look." 

 
"Hmmm . . ." 
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"I guess they are having their breakfast . . . wonder what's on their menu . . ." 

 
"THEY get to order from room service! I saw the waiter go in." 
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"Okay, well then . . ." 

 
Finally, they all began to drift back to the forest. 
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From their vantage point in the living room, the cats watched them go. 
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See what I mean? Kinda goofy looking. 

Goofy . . . but very special. 
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. . . and magical, too. 

MM 
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